
TOP 10 JOBS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Trying to figure out the best jobs for college students? PayScale's Best Jobs Tool outlines the top 10 jobs for college
students. Check it out here!.

You may find yourself learning about academic or professional opportunities within the department that you
didn't know about before. College campuses are one of the most popular venues for rideshare drivers. Some of
the duties a virtual assistant might be assigned include: Data entry tasks Blog or website management duties
Management of other team freelancers Updating or improving websites The nice thing about a virtual assistant
job is that it rarely gets boring. They can take care of accounts payable, accounts receivable, payroll, and
more. Administrative Assistant And administrative assistant can be asked to perform a variety of tasks
depending on the company they work for. Plus, there's the opportunity to get some of your school work done
during downtime. The specifics of this arrangement vary â€” you may need to be employed for a year before
you are eligible or meet other requirements. Putting It All Together It is frustrating to watch your friends
attend parties, volunteer, and sleep until noon on the weekends when you need to work. You are able to work
from home and choose the frequency of your assignments. You could even find a live-in position where the
parents provide you with room and board as well as an hourly wage or monthly salary. If you are considering
any kind of administration career in the business, legal, health, or dental sectors, then working as an
administrative assistant while in college could help you build your resume while putting some money in your
pocket. Sign up! Others might be okay training you in. These clerical jobs can be performed at any time of the
day or night, from the comfort of a dorm room and generally only require a rudimentary knowledge of data
entry and data preservation. You may be able to find a job doing background research for English, history,
psychology, or sociology. Some of the best part-time jobs for college students are those that allow you to
acquire relevant skills for your chosen career field. Which one of these is the right job for you to make good
money? Although it might be a little competitive or challenging to secure work when you first start out, it can
be done. Professional Cleaner Professional cleaners can make decent cash, and you could choose from a
couple of different avenues within the field. A huge perk is that most smoothie places close relatively early,
leaving your nights free. Or enter your zip code below to get an idea of what kinds of programs are offered in
your area.


